Cognitive decline effects at an early stage: evidence from N170 and VPP.
The perceptual processing of faces was studied using event-related potentials (ERPs) in 12 elderly patients with cognitive impairment, 15 elderly adults and 16 young adults in order to explore the sensitivity of N170/VPP to the cognitive decline associated to Alzheimer's disease. Famous and unknown faces were presented in a familiarity categorization task. Eight patients and 11 elderly adults repeated this task to obtain longitudinal data. Topographical effects were analyzed using PCA. The posterior N170 showed reduced amplitude in patients with cognitive impairment and elderly adults, compared to young adults, which could indicate perceptual impairment in configural face-encoding processing. The anterior VPP showed enhanced amplitude in patients with cognitive impairment, compared to young and elderly adults, which might relate to the prefrontal dysfunction associated to mild dementia. These preliminary findings suggest that N170/VPP could be modulated by the decline related to pathological cognitive aging.